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Abstract: The seminar will provide the most recent results on the secure transmission by
means of physical layer security over fading channels by using an incremental redundancy
retransmission technique similar to hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ). In particular, for
the classic secure message transmission scenario where Alice transmits to agent Bob a
message that must be kept secret to a third agent Eve, we assume that Alice does not know
channel conditions (neither to Bob nor to Eve) before transmission. However a feedback public
channel is available by which Bob can inform Alice about decoding. Then we consider a
retransmission technique where at each retransmission incremental redundancy is transmitted
that Bob can combine with previous transmission in order to improve decoding capability.
However, contrary to conventional HARQ, here we also impose that the probability that Eve
gets any information on the secret message is kept below a given value. Details on the secure
encoding strategy will be provided, together with conditions by which perfect secrecy and
decodability are achieved. Outage probability (by both Bob and Eve) are then characterized and
numerical results discussed.
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